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SEEK THE TRUTH AND SERVE HUMANITY

There are so many issues facing us, that it is impossible to
tackle all of them. However the situation becomes more
manageable when we recognise that they are all linked,
that those responsible for our war-torn world are also
responsible for:
• trashing our environment for profit
• pushing people into acute poverty
• denying our children a future
• minimising our democratic rights
• disgracefully mistreating asylum seekers
• displaced families
• bombed cities
• putting the desires of the one per cent before the
needs of the 99%.
We have a government, and indeed an Opposition, that
make decisions we all find unacceptable, yet they are
supposed to be representing our interests. We are moving
inevitably towards a war that may be more destructive
than any we have ever considered and it won’t be a war
that we can observe from afar. This one will affect us all!
The decisions made could involve death and destruction
across our region, as well as environmental decisions that
destroy our land. Who authorises governments to make
these decisions?
The Adani mine is a major example of government making
decisions that we don’t want. Some may believe that the
Adani mine in Queensland is a relatively small issue for
Beacon to be pursuing, but it too is part of the disaster of
capitalism. Let us look at some of the facts surrounding
Adani.

NO

EDITORIAL

A RESOUNDING
TO ADANI!

I quote from an article by Vaishali Patil (an environmental
activist and campaigner for women’s rights in India) in the
Saturday Paper. Vaishali said, ‘The strongest lesson I have
learned in my work is that social and economic justice are
unattainable without environmental justice and that one
of the biggest barriers to social equality here in India is the
coal industry’.
Patil claims that pollution spewed out by coal power
stations causes more than 3000 premature deaths in
her country every day. Yet Barnaby Joyce claims that by
supporting the Adani mine in Queensland we are helping
the poor people of India!
To quote Patil, ‘I’ve come face to face with some of
the world’s worst companies, but at the top of the list
is mining giant Adani’. She goes on to claim, ‘… behind
Adani is a dark and disturbing history of environmental
and human rights abuses’. She calls on Australians to
oppose the mine, saying, ‘If you care about your country
and the plight of India’s poorest people, you must say no
to Adani’s mine’… ‘Is Australia prepared to let a company
responsible for blatant human rights build one of the
world’s largest coal mines on your shores?’
The world is moving away from coal toward renewable
sources of energy, yet our government defies this trend
and will work with a major world polluter and human
rights exploiter to destroy our wonderful Great Barrier
Reef in order that this polluter can make multi millions to
add to his already bloated bank account.
It is past time that we, the Australian people, take control
of our own destiny and say enough is enough. Say No
to environmental destruction for profit! Say No to our
foreign policy that draws us into wars. Say No to poverty!
If we don’t, our future is undeniably bleak.
the BEACON
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A TALK GIVEN AT THE MELBOURNE UNITARIAN CHURCH SUNDAY 26 MARCH 2017 BY
BARRY JONES, WRITER, SOCIAL ACTIVIST AND FORMER POLITICIAN

TRUMPISM

ELITES VS POPULISTS / OLD AND NEW POLITICS
TRUMPISM
The year 2016 is likely to be recognised as one of
those great turning points of modern history, even
more than 1979, 1989 and 2001. Democracy faces
its greatest existential crisis since the 1930s. What is
sometimes called ‘the Enlightenment project’ has come
under sustained attack in the United States, much of
Europe, and to a lesser degree, so far, Australia. Despite
the promised benefits of the Information Revolution,
new technology is often used not to reach out for the
universal recognition of our common humanity, but to
reinforce the personal, creating ‘echo chamber’ politics,
a form of tribalism, in which users seek to justify their
own preconceptions.

• Misogyny

Two new factors have emerged in the ‘Information
Age’: ‘Alternative facts’ and ‘Fake news’

• Hints of anti-Semitism

Both challenge the concept of objectivity in the
collection and analysis of evidence and producing
testable hypotheses.

• Endorsement by the KKK

But now, evidence doesn’t matter. If you don’t like
the facts, somebody can find alternative facts. And, as
Groucho Marx said, ‘If you don’t like my principles, well
…I have others.’

• Being loathed by his Republican competitors.

I grew up with the conviction that activists observed
a problem, collected evidence, worked out a strategy,
explained it, sought reactions, addressed objections
or criticisms, corrected errors, then sought to act,
but even after legislation was enacted, it still had to
be explained until the community understood and
accepted it. This approach now seems obsolete.
It was assumed by many, including me, that many of
the elements in Donald Trump’s history, personality and
campaigning style would be fatal to his candidature:
2
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• Sexism
• Lack of any experience in government or the
military (other than rorting the system)
• Lack of intellectual curiosity
• Short attention span
• Picking up his information from Fox News
• Limited language skills (especially English)
• Does not read briefs – or books
• Habitual lying, or inability to distinguish between
truth or falsehood, and not to care either way
• Implicit racism
• Lack of transparency about taxation
• Extremes of personal vanity and hyper-sensitivity
None of these factors damaged him seriously in the
campaign although, of course, he lost the aggregate
vote to Hillary Clinton. But he won where it mattered
and, bizarrely, the qualities listed above may even have
helped him win 30 states in the Electoral College.
The most worrying factor about Donald J Trump is his
complete lack of curiosity. On the issues raised with
him in the campaign, he either knows the answers
already, or he has no desire to hear the elements of
discourse – the case for and against a proposition.
He has surrounded himself with ‘yea sayers’ who are
of the one mind. He looks for simple solutions for
complex problems. He seems to be bored by or hostile

to science. He sees the environment as a barrier to
development and employment.
Trump’s election as the 45th President of the US
marked the beginning of a new political era – posttruth, post-evidence, post-courage – which is
particularly confronting, considering that Americans,
like Europeans and Australians, are part of the most
highly educated (on paper, anyway) cohort in their
history. (Reflect that Germany was very well educated
in the 1930s.) The truth of a proposition means nothing,
and evidence is irrelevant.
Paradoxically, both in the US, much of Europe and
Australia, as levels of formal education rise, and
information is readily available on an almost infinite
number of issues, debate becomes infantilised and
reduced to the narrowly economic and personal. There
appears to be an inverse relationship between available
knowledge and the operation of political systems.
The principal elements in any Trump speech are the
ranting style, endless repetition (reminiscent of the
Bellman in Lewis Carroll’s The Hunting of the Snark:
‘What I tell you three times is true’), reliance on slogans
(‘America First’, ‘Make America Great Again’), the
adoption of ‘truthiness’: just enough truth to make
an assertion vaguely plausible, inconsistency (‘I know
Putin’; ‘I don’t know Putin’), hypersensitivity to criticism,
vulgar abuse of opponents, use of childish language,
sense of improvisation, as if he doesn’t know what he
will say next, lack of empathy or understanding of other
points of view, and the most important subject of all
is himself, something he returns to constantly, often
referring to himself in the third person. Obviously many
voters, but not a majority, see that style as authentic,
and they identify with it.
Disconcertingly, he claps himself as he comes on stage,
a distinctly North Korean touch. His presentation is
reminiscent of Mussolini and Kim Jong-un.
In 1860 Abraham Lincoln became the first Republican
Party candidate to be elected President of the United
States. In that year, access to education was rather
primitive, especially outside the great cities of the
east coast and Chicago, with extremely limited
communication: by railways, roads, canals, telegraph,
newspapers and postal services. Nevertheless, the
quality of political debate was sophisticated.
Lincoln’s views, published on broadsheets, were
extremely subtle and nuanced, without bitterness,
personal attack or exaggeration. He could always
see the other side of an argument and often set it
out, fairly. He appealed, we might say, to the highest
common factor (HCF.) He was widely read, and kept his
religion (if any) to himself.
In 2016, 156 years later, Donald Trump won the
presidential nomination of Lincoln’s party. America had
been transformed by the IT revolution, with capacity for
instant retrieval of the world’s knowledge. Americans
had universal access to education of varying kinds.
The US had the world’s best universities (and some of
the worst), it was No. 1 in Nobel Prizes for chemistry,
physics and medicine, and also first in technological
development. And yet to describe its quality of political
discourse as appalling is actually to overpraise it.
Candidates for public office felt obliged to declare

their religious faith (although Trump has made no
admissions here), were shifty on key questions like
the age of the earth and hostile to Darwin’s theory of
evolution. There is serious doubt about whether Trump
has ever read a book, even those with his name on the
title page. His campaign was surreal, aggressive and
misogynist. There was no argument, just assertion after
assertion, with a strident appeal to rage, fear, envy,
conspiracy theories and the lowest common multiple
(LCM).
Lincoln was reflective, self-doubting and he talked in
testable propositions, evidence-based, with sentences,
paragraphs, chapters. He appealed to ‘the better
angels of our nature’. He never used his own name in a
speech. He wrote wonderful letters.
Trump is unreflective, posturing in a way that
may conceal deep insecurity, narcissistic, always
personalising issues (the hero vs the devil), talking –
shouting, really – in slogans, endlessly repeated with
no evidentiary base. He appeals to fear, anger, envy and
conspiracy theories. He is an incorrigible tweeter.

DEMOCRACY: THE EXISTENTIAL CRISIS
The political system in the US has become debased
and dysfunctional, but the Americans are not alone.
Other countries face similar crises to varying degrees:
Australia, the United Kingdom, France, the Philippines,
Russia, Zimbabwe, PNG. Some nations seem to have
avoided it: Canada and New Zealand too.
Will existing political structures break down and force a
reconstruction of our political duopoly? There are signs
of massive disillusionment with existing parties and
serious damage to social fabric in some regions. Many
Australians are no longer talking to each other.
‘Political correctness’, originally a coinage by the
Stalinist far Left in the 1940s, has been highjacked by
the populist Right to produce a false antithesis, that
‘elites’ deny citizens their capacity to make choices,
by arguing that some attention should be paid to
evidence or expert opinion. In the United States the
Trump phenomenon fed on concerns about ‘political
correctness’ and in Australia the issue has been taken
up by the National Party, Pauline Hanson and some
protest groups. So, essentially, dissident voters have
been asking: ‘What would the Bureau of Meteorology
know about climate change?’, ‘What would doctors
know about vaccination?’, ‘What would lawyers know
about human rights?’, ‘What gives experts the right
to tell me how to run my life, to stop smoking, or
lose weight? They have evidence, but we have strong
opinions’.
Nature, notoriously, abhors a vacuum. At present there
is a serious withdrawal from political engagement by
people with high levels of education or professional
skills. They have deserted the field of action with
disdain, wring their hands, express dismay or even
contempt for the political process, but refuse to
engage. I can understand those feelings but they
lead to a deformation of how democracy works. The
politics of reason/knowledge are being displaced by
the politics of frustration and anger.
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It is easy to see the political dividing lines in Australia
and similar countries:

‘Populists’

‘Elites’

Outsiders

Insiders

Simple

Complex

Traditional/fixed

Evolving

Local > national

National > global

Short term

Long term

Opinion

Evidence

Feeling

Knowledge

Worried about innovation

Welcoming innovation

Reactive

Reflective

‘Free speech’ defined as right to attack individuals

‘Free speech’ defined as right to attack institutions

Monocultural

Multicultural

Preferred leaders use straight (even coarse) talk

Preferred leaders use smooth/evasive/ambiguous talk

Victims of globalisation (no jobs making shirts)

Beneficiaries of globalisation (cheap shirts)

Not travelled

Travelled

Only a few issues really matter (family, job security)

Many issues matter (arts, law reform, environment,
foreign policy, research)

Limited access to education

Tertiary education

Prepared to challenge status quo

Passive/withdrawn about politics

Relatively small numbers

Very large (but detached) numbers

‘I am your voice…’ is appealing. Rejection of
Olympian leadership

Still hoping for a strong, confident leader

Enraged, resentful of political failure

Irritated but withdrawn and disdainful about political
failure

‘Out of touch’ means ‘not from around here’

‘Out of touch’ means ‘isolated from the wider world’

Power seen as threatening

Power seen as vested in themselves

Change = threat

Change = opportunity

Anger and resentment

Smugness and condescension

Non-readers

Readers

Emphasising difference

Minimising difference

There are at least two possible alternative models for a
third political force.
Model A: Is based on an idea that Malcolm Fraser
proposed, in his last, radical period, and I tentatively
suggested could be called ‘The Courage Party’,
which he did not like much. This new (but nonexistent) force would be significantly based on our 4.5
million graduates, including professionals, teachers,
performers, writers, artists, social workers, scientists,
doctors, intellectuals and other knowledge workers.
It would probably include the Greens, progressive
reformers from Labor and a handful of Liberals. Unions
and professional associations might aﬃliate. Its policies
would be essentially evidence-based and it would
emphasise finding solutions to what sociologists call
‘wicked problems’: refugees/asylum-seekers, a new
taxation system, climate change, a post-carbon
4
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economy, biota sustainability, needs-based funding for
education, ending the toxic political culture.
Model B: We could call this The Left Behind Party.
Its common elements are identifying victims and
denouncing enemies; resentment about rapid change;
nostalgia about the past; apprehension about the future
and many aspects of modernity; responsiveness to
fear about the unfamiliar, especially mixing with other
races and cultures, particularly Muslims; finding simple
explanations for complex problems. A Model B party
has these characteristics: rejection of evidence and
reliance on opinion/ feeling/ gut reaction; low levels
of formal education; resentment of elites and ‘political
correctness’; seeing the 1960s as a ‘golden age of full
employment’, with a heavy emphasis on ‘nativism’, as
they call it in the US. Many of these voters used to be
with the ALP (and in the US with the Democrats) but

now are often (but not always accurately) identified
with the nativist populism.
The Model B phenomenon resonates in small towns
and rural areas of most states. Unhappily, it may be the
more likely prospect if the major parties – for all their
deficiencies – fail.
Model B supporters are at least visible and vocal.
Model A supporters exist, but have other priorities and
are not to be seen.
Great crises often produce great leaders – Lincoln,
Churchill, Roosevelt, Stalin too, for all his brutality,
Curtin, but Australia, like most other Western nations,
does not have heroic leadership on oﬀer – instead,
our leaders are essentially followers. They lack courage
and vision, and fail to explain, explain to win public
support on difficult issues. Instead, they read Newspoll
obsessively and say, timidly, ‘I am their leader. The
people will tell what I must do’.
Australia has been a great political innovator, convict
origins notwithstanding, votes for women, and Labor
played a great role in promoting change. This is no
longer the case. The political system is producing more
cynicism and withdrawal than action and outcomes.
The precondition for a Courage Party would be
courageous people prepared to sacrifice time, effort,
money, thought, and driven by strong convictions,
knowledge, and ethics.
The ALP, of which I have been an increasingly unhappy
member for 65 years, illustrates a disturbing political
paralysis on the critical issue of climate change, an
outstanding illustration of a ‘wicked problem’.
There can be no serious disagreement with the
hypothesis that each tonne of coal burnt produces
3.67 tonnes of CO2. This stays round in the atmosphere
for decades leading to increased heat retention in the
atmosphere, disturbing the equilibrium between the
production and absorption of greenhouse gases and

causes the phenomenon of climate change/global
warming – but also causing unexpected anomalies and
catastrophic weather events. Coal is the greatest single
problem.
There is the fundamental argument about climate
change, in just 71 words.
But we don’t hear it. Nobody says it. Politicians and
business know it, but they won’t say it. Coal is the
problem.
Daniel Andrew deserves great credit in tackling the
regional problem of the closing of Hazlewood, one of
the world’s dirtiest power stations. But it may cost him
votes.
The ALP is divided, regionally and ideologically, on the
issue of preserving the environment vs preserving jobs.
Bill Shorten, despite his occasional opacity, seems to
be in favour of action on climate change. But he won’t
attack coal. He does not endorse coal, or pursue the
myth of ‘clean coal’, but he concentrates on leaving his
options open, providing wriggle room.
In Queensland, the Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk
is an enthusiastic promoter of the Adani coalmine in
the Carmichael Basin. This will be one of the world’s
biggest producers, with a huge environmental footprint.
Adani asserts that 1462 jobs (that’s right, 1462) will be
created in North Queensland, provided that the banks
lend money and the Commonwealth Government kicks
in $1 billion to construct a railway line to the port. I
would have thought that potential job losses in tourism
would far outnumber those created by the mine – but
then, I’m not a Queenslander.
In South Australia Jay Weatherill has shown
considerable courage arguing for renewables.
Is it possible for Labor to support (i) the Paris Accords
(ii) Andrews’ steady and (iii) Weatherill’s courageous
positions and (iv) Palaszczuk’s ardent advocacy for the
Adani mine? I don’t see how.

A UNITARIAN DOXOLOGY
Our philosophy consists of those actions, purposes and
experiences that are humanly significant.
Nothing human is alien to a Unitarian. It includes labour, art, science,
philosophy, love, friendship – all that is in its degree expressive of intelligently
satisfying human living.
We seek the fulfilment of life in the here and now –
this is the explanation of our social passion.
We do not deny the possibility of realities as yet undiscovered, but rather we insist
that the way to determine the existence and value of any and all realities is by means
of intelligent inquiry and by the assessment of their relevance to human needs.
Our religious emotions are therefore expressed in a heightened sense of personal life
and in a cooperative effort to promote social wellbeing.
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BY JIM CASEY

A FIERY DEFENCE OF

SALLY MCMANUS:
THANK CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE FOR THE GAINS OF TODAY

AUSTRALIA STILL SEES ITSELF AS THE ‘LAND OF THE FAIR GO’. WE DIDN’T GET
HERE BY FOLLOWING ALL THE RULES, ALL THE TIME, WRITES JIM CASEY
Sally McManus’s entirely sensible statements regarding
the breaking of unjust laws has seen a rogues gallery of
Coalition politicians condemn her, with backing vocals
provided by the Leader of the Opposition and most of
the Canberra press gallery.
It is another example of the terrible unthinking
sameness in our political discourse, and it is out of step
with many in the community.
People break the law in non-violent ways all the time.
Our country has been built on it, and is the better for it.
By way of a recent example, in 2012 I led a strike
by NSW firefighters over the gutting of workers’
compensation provisions in NSW. That strike was
entirely illegal. Every fire engine in Sydney descended
upon Macquarie St – again entirely illegal. And we then
hosed down the roof of Parliament – illegally.
The NSW Coalition government’s workers
compensation ‘reforms’ had been designed to save
money for employers and insurers at the expense of
injured workers. They denied workers any protection
for injury sustained getting to and from work, would
increase the threshold for receiving support, and
dramatically limited the amount of time that those
injured at work would receive medical assistance.
But to add insult to injury, those attacks on workers’
compensation did not extend to the protections
offered to volunteer firefighters. The government was
proposing that paid professional firefighters would
be afforded less protection than the volunteers we
sometimes work alongside.
Our union, the Fire Brigade Employees’ Union, met
with FRNSW management. We met with the Minister.
We raised it in the media. We did all the things you’re
meant to do. The government was not listening. And
why would they? They had an overwhelming majority
in the Legislative Assembly and they simply didn’t care
what we thought.
So we struck. We took illegal industrial action to stop
an unjust law from passing the NSW upper house.
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Our action was successful. An exemption for firefighters
and paramedics introduced by the Greens got the
support of the crossbench, on the back of our strike, at
the eleventh hour.
I am yet to meet anyone who begrudges NSW
firefighters decent workers’ compensation protection.
But we needed to break the law to achieve this
outcome. No one was going to give it to us, no matter
how nicely we asked.
Ordinary workers have been breaking unjust laws in this
country since Europeans arrived. And we still are – be
it construction workers downing tools on unsafe work
sites, teachers holding stop works over pay claims,
maritime workers refusing to work on vessels that are
carrying cargo loaded by strike-breakers. And it’s not
just the union movement.
Australians have stood up again and again, peacefully
but still against the law of the day, on questions of
racism, sexism, the environment, equality, and more.
Having just celebrated International Women’s Day it
is important to remember the first refuges created to
protect women fleeing domestic violence were houses
that were squatted in NSW.
The women’s movement made huge gains for the
entire community by being willing to engage in civil
disobedience when it meant providing services and safe
places for women.
These actions and the actions taken by workers, mums
and dads, environmentalists and farmers have made a
society that, for all its flaws, is the envy of many for its
expectation of fairness, and its generosity. Non-violent
direct action has played a pivotal role in our history and
will continue to do so into the future.
What is newsworthy here is not the fact that Australians
will continue, on occasion, to break unjust laws – it’s
that we finally have an ACTU Secretary prepared to
publicly recognise the fact.
Good luck Sally – there are millions who agree with you.
Source: New Matilda March 2017

BY KAYE LEE

15 REASONS NOT TO GIVE MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES A TAX CUT
1
The underlying cash balance for the 2016–17 financial
year to 31 January 2017 was a deficit of $44,029
million. Net debt is $323,821 million; and Australian
Government Securities on Issue is $483,080 million.

2
The ATO’s latest corporate tax transparency report
showed 36 per cent of large firms had zero tax payable
in 2014–15. However, this is a slight improvement on
the prior 2013–14 financial year, where it was nearly
38 per cent. The entities covered by the report are
public and foreign firms with an income of $100 million
or more and companies privately owned by Australian
residents with an income of $200 million-plus.

3
Of those who do pay tax, almost a third of companies
are paying an effective tax rate of about 10 per cent

4
In Australia, analysis showed the GDP loss due to profit
shifting by multinationals was 0.41 per cent, or in dollar
terms, $US6.1 billion a year.

5
The ATO has 71 audits underway in the large business
area covering 59 multinational corporations. At least
seven major multinational audits were expected to
come to a head before June 30, four in e-commerce
and three in the energy and resource industries. The
ATO expects liabilities to total more than $2 billion from
these seven companies.

6
Bureau of Statistics business indicators data for the
December quarter show a massive 20.1 per cent surge
in profits over the quarter, while wages fell 0.5 per cent.
Since the Liberal government took power in September
2013, real wages have grown by a miserable 0.3%.

7
Due to dividend imputation, almost all the benefit from
the company tax cut would go to foreign shareholders
as Australian shareholders would have to make up the
cut with income tax.

8
Treasury modelling finds that the level of employment
in 20 or 30 years’ time will be just 0.1 per cent higher
than otherwise.

9
Treasury’s modelling finds that the cut in company tax
would cause the level of real GNI to be only 0.6 per
cent higher than otherwise ‘in the long term’. After 20
or 25 or 30 years, the level of real after-tax wages will
be 0.4 per cent higher than otherwise.

10
Employers have already benefited from the freeze of
the superannuation guarantee at 9.5% rather than the
legislated incremental increase to 12% by 2019.

11
Employers will benefit from cuts to penalty rates.

12
Businesses have already avoided tax through instant
asset write-offs.

13
The Accord traded away the right to negotiate wage
increases in return for price restraint and an increase
in the ‘social wage’. We now see those hard won
agreements being whittled away.

14
The bigger the gap between the company tax rate and
the highest income tax rate, the greater the incentive to
become a company.

15
By value 71 per cent of foreign investment applications
come from countries with company tax rates lower
than Australia’s rate and by number a large 97 per cent
come from countries with company tax rates lower
than Australia’s rate.
Source: The Aim Network – The Australian
Independent Media Network (March 2017)
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BY LUBA GRIGOROVITCH, STATE SECRETARY RAIL, TRAM & BUS UNION

WHY IS THE RTBU RUNNING THE PUBLIC
TRANSPORT, PUBLIC HANDS CAMPAIGN?
While members working for Metro & Yarra Trams
have overwhelmingly called on the RTBU to run
this campaign, the union believes that it is the right
campaign to run in the interest of not only RTBU
members, but also the Victorian community. You know
as well as I do that Victoria’s public transport system is
being pushed to the limit and RTBU members are on
the frontline.
With a rapidly increasing population, pressures on our
train and tram services will only get worse.
So you’d think the Victorian government would be
making sure every available cent in the public transport
budget goes into more infrastructure and better
services. Wrong.
If you follow the money trail, you’ll see that the
taxpayers and commuters of Victoria aren’t just
paying for local public transport, they’re also paying
to subsidise the public transport systems of other
countries.
The current operators of the rail and tram franchises
are Metro Trains Melbourne and Keolis-Downer Rail
Victoria (operating as Yarra Trams).
Metro Trains Melbourne is 60 per cent owned by Hong
Kong-based MTR Corporation, and the remaining 40
per cent is shared equally by UGL Rail Services and
John Holland.
In turn, MTR Corporation is 76 per cent owned by the
Hong Kong government.
Victorians have helped swell the coffers of MTR
Corporation, with its subsidiary the Melbourne trains
operation making a solid $223.8 million in net profit
after tax since taking over the contract at the end of
November 2009.
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Metro Trains Melbourne hasn’t released its 2016
financial year figures yet, so you can probably add
another $50–60 million in profits for 2015–2016 on top
of that.
As for the tram operations, KDR Victoria is a joint
venture between the French transport operator Keolis
and the Australian-based engineering firm Downer.
Keolis is the senior partner in the joint venture with a 51
per cent stake.
Keolis is a massive global business based in Paris, and
it is 70 per cent owned by – you guessed it – the
French government, through the state-owned railways
company French National Railways Corporation (SCNF).
The French government has every reason to say merci
beaucoup to Victorians for the money that we send
back to Paris, via profits from the Yarra Trams Franchise.
The Yarra Trams contract has so far generated over $78
million in net profit after tax for its owners.
All up, the two operators have raked in over $10 billion
in revenue, and $350 million in profits have been
drained from the Victorian public transport system over
seven years under the franchise agreements.
Which begs the question, why can’t our own
government run public transport?
The answer is: of course it can. In fact, it already does.
V/Line is successfully run by a Victorian governmentowned corporation, so there is no reason why the
metropolitan train and tram services can’t be run under
the same model.
The argument that the private sector is always better
at running public transport doesn’t stack up – the
experience of commuters around the world, especially
in Melbourne, shows otherwise.

And the argument for contracting out to the private
sector becomes completely farcical when you follow
the money trail and realise that the private companies
are actually owned by other governments.
Can you imagine the Hong Kong government paying
the Victorian government to come in and take over
the Hong Kong Metro? No way! They wouldn’t be so
stupid.

THE ARGUMENT
THAT THE PRIVATE
SECTOR IS ALWAYS
BETTER AT RUNNING
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
DOESN’T STACK UP
– THE EXPERIENCE
OF COMMUTERS
AROUND THE WORLD,
ESPECIALLY IN
MELBOURNE, SHOWS
OTHERWISE.

That’s why the Rail, Tram and Bus Union has launched
the Public Transport, Public Hands campaign, and
already over 4,000 people have signed our online
petition.
The time has come for the Victorian government to
stand up and admit that the privatisation of public
transport has been an expensive and embarrassing
failure.
Everyone makes mistakes, but wise men and women
own up to their mistakes and learn from them. Only
true fools dig in and continue once the depth of their
error becomes apparent.
With the contracts for the metropolitan train and
tram franchises about to expire this year, the state
government appears to be digging in – negotiating
behind closed doors to roll over the existing contracts.
But there is still time to change course.
Premier Daniel Andrews has an opportunity to show
genuine leadership, to show the state government has
learned from the mistakes of the past, and to return
Melbourne’s train and tram services to the people.
If you are yet to support the campaign, please do so by
visiting https://www. publictransportpublichands.com/
and signing the petition. If you would like to get more
involved, contact the office directly on 8630 9100.
Source: RTBU EXPRESS
The Official Newsletter of the Rail Divisions of the
RTBU Victorian Branch February 2017

Our church is a public and usable asset with portable seating
and excellent conference, meeting and function facilities. We
welcome its use by those who support our motto ‘Seek the
Truth and Serve Humanity’. Interested individuals or groups
can contact the church office – we would be delighted to
speak to you. A donation is payable.
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from our readers
DEAR BEACON
WHO SPEAKS FOR OUR GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS?
Michael Moore, Academy Award investigative journalist from the USA in his well-researched SBS
documentary film Where to Invade Next? showed various superb government schools and education
systems in Europe and Scandinavia.
These strongly unified and democratic countries give full, enthusiastic support to their local and
nationally high standard community schools. Here, each child from all social and economic
backgrounds (including their royal families) together receive the best possible education – free,
universal and secular – from kindergarten to tertiary levels. Highest-ranking Finland, for example,
where school fees are illegal, stressed the importance of no more than 4–5 hours in a school day
and no set homework. The free afternoons and evenings allow the children to develop their own
interests independently, as well as with family and friends. Well-planned 5-star school meals were
also considered of prime importance in Finland’s vision, for the best ultimate social, emotional and
physical development of its future citizens. Taxation was surprisingly only marginally higher than ours,
but covered so much more in excellent health, social services and peaceful international relations, with
military spending a low priority, unlike here and in the USA. Governments and people in Continental
Europe proudly and wisely believe that their taxes, so invested, will best unify and be of best benefit for
their communities and ultimately all people worldwide.
Jean and Robert Ely, representing ‘DOGS’ (Defence of Government Schools) over many dedicated years
in Australia, and in particular on Melbourne’s 3CR each Saturday morning, have battled relentlessly for
the fair and reasonable aim of improving our government schools. The Melbourne Unitarian Church
greatly enjoyed Robert’s thought-provoking address on 26 February, and with their inspiring motto
‘Seek the Truth and Serve Humanity’, fully support ‘DOGS’ in their quest and possible dream. Now our
education system is virtually at crisis point, with continuing low and rapidly declining standards and
results, culminating in dramatic TAFE and university ‘dropouts’. In marked contrast to Finland, we see
our children divided and relegated to an apartheid cash, class or creed system. The people’s education
taxes are increasingly being channelled into so called ‘private’ or ‘ religious’ schools through their
powerful lobby groups, ensuring that government schools remain disadvantaged and receiving far less.
Indeed our Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull, product of the ‘private’ system – as are most other MPs
– stated on the ABC he was only interested in funding the private school sector! ‘Freedom of choice’
(presumably for the well-heeled only) is the usual ridiculous catchcry.
As a teacher in government primary, secondary and special schools in Victoria, England and Scotland
for over forty years, it has been worrying to note the overwhelming number of teachers who send their
own children to either ‘private’ or ‘religious’ schools, strongly tending to deflect their loyalties – and
salaries! – to these business organisations. It would be interesting to see these statistics, as well as
the number of politicians in this category, and also to examine the paradox of so many students from
wealthy parents studying in the few high-achieving ‘selective’ government schools. Bright children
from poor families have little chance to qualify for entry, as the usual expensive coaching and facilities
required are out of reach. Finland, conversely, ensures a unified progressive nation as a whole, rather
than this sadly self-centred small mindedness.
If Australia miraculously managed to break the long outmoded ‘upstairs/downstairs’ of the English/
Irish mindset, preferring instead to direct our wealth into schools and education systems like Finland,
we would have the blueprint for ongoing success and highest education standards for all our citizens.
Also, wealthy and ambitious overseas parents would be alerted, providing a new surge of conscientious
students and welcome cash as well!
We would then truly be recognised as the education paradise of the Pacific!

Meredith Neumann, Frankston Vic

WE ACKNOWLEDGE

Traditional owners of the Kulin Nation, past Warriors, Elders past and present.
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DEAR BEACON
Further to the editorial in the January 2017 Beacon, and Marion Harper’s excellent address on 19 March,
other readers may take heart, as I have, to note that around the world many people have noticed the
warning signs of increasing authoritarian control.
We are not alone in our concerns. Increasingly people everywhere are seeking to better understand the
circumstances in which fascism arose a century ago, having supposedly been alarmed by eerie parallels
in our current times.
From the scope of literary history, three old books have gone to the top of the bestseller lists, according
to the British writer Sarah Churchwell. George Orwell’s 1984, Sinclair Lewis’s 1935 title It can’t happen
here, and Hannah Arendt’s The Origins of Totalitarianism are experiencing a resurgence of interest and
high demand.
Ms Churchwell recently wrote an article for The Guardian in which she explores the history of fascism
and its comparisons with the current situation. According to her interview with Geraldine Doogue on 25
February, it is a thoroughly researched work and draws on many sources to make her point that we are
in danger of repeating history’s mistakes. As informative listening, I recommend that 15-minute interview
on Saturday Extra.
Reference was made by Ms Churchwell to an article by Umberto Eco in the New York Review of Books,
that I have been unable to source. Apparently Mr Eco formulated a checklist of different aspects of
Italian fascism, which exhibited disturbing resonances with his contemporary situation – and ours now.
(This was quoted as being 10–15 years ago.) Other readers may be more successful than I in finding this
article.
The widespread interest in fascism’s early precursors is also reflected in another recent Radio National
program Rear Vision of 5 March. The entire program was devoted to the background and evolution of
fascism and its implications for modern times. It also is recommended listening.
There is also a similarly interesting article by Iain Brown, ‘Ghosts of Fascism – then and now’, in the
January 2017 edition of the UK Unitarian newsletter The Inquirer. This made very interesting reading.
I find this widespread questioning of history and search for truth quite comforting. It would seem to be
based on awareness that all is not as vested interests would want us to believe. If a change of awareness
is necessary before a change of attitude is possible, and a prerequisite for change of behaviour, there
may be faint hope that the system can be changed peacefully – for a safer and more secure world
future than a revival of fascism will bring.
Recommended listening
www.abc.net.au/radionational/saturdayextra
www.abc.net.au/radionational/rearvision

Saturday 25 February 2017 / 8:30 am
Sunday 5 March 2017

J Endacott Vic

DEAR SIR
Sorry I’m late paying. Glad you kept up delivery. Great journal! Great Pope – The Pope gives hope!
Especially his piece on ‘The god of money’.
Yours
A Nettleton NSW

DEAR MARION
Please find enclosed $30 for a further 2-year subscription of the Beacon at the concession rate.
By the way, I can’t really make sense of the article ‘Changing definitions of marriage ...’ Maybe same sex
‘marriage’ should be defined in different terms like union or relationship and surely made legal.
Kind regards
J Jagerhofer Vic

TUNE INTO THE UNITARIAN HALF HOUR
EVERY SATURDAY AT 10.30 AM

3CR • 855 AM • COMMUNITY RADIO
the BEACON
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